The different types of Snowbikes.
All factory-made snowbikes are constructed to perform on the slopes in harmony with
skiers and snowboarders and are functional in the lifts. All snowbikes are tested with
high safety for the rider and others around. It's lightweight and supple. You always have
to keep a safety-leash attached to your body when riding a skibike or snowscoot. Helmet
is strongly recommended.

Snowscoot - no saddle /standing up ride

Snowscoot is a type of snowbike with inspiration from BMX, equipped with skis/boards
instead of wheels. The unique design makes it ideal for performance in the slopes and powder
snow. This is a true carver. It has no saddle, you stand on a platform integrated to the frame to
get as close contact to the ground as possible. Like snowboarding / skiing / cycling, you work
with moving the weight and the body, to go from edge to edge. The handlebars are initially
used in a turn to determine the direction of travel. A snowscoot is compatible with all common
lifts in a ski resort. It's easy to learn the riding technique. Gentle on the body if you have bad
knees and can not perform otherwise. Some m
 odels have front and rear suspensions.

Skibike Type I - Classic

The original look and design from the European originators of the sport. Also known in the 60's
and 70's as a Skibob, this type of SkiBike has a low center of gravity and is designed to be
ridden sitting down. It is generally used with footskis for additional balance & edging.

Skibike Type II - Freestyle/MTB

Freestyle or MTB SkiBikes are a newer style that has emerged from the North American market
that resemble Mountain Bikes. They are most often ridden without footskis, with a downhill
Mountain Bike inspired riding technique. Like Mountain Bikes, Freestyle bikes can be ridden
either standing up or sitting down and have footpegs or foot rests. Many models have fully
adjustable front and rear suspensions.

Skibike Type III - Trike or 3-Ski

3-Ski Skibikes are a trike design that have recently emerged in popularity. They use three skis
in their design. One ski is forward connected to the steering handlebars while the rider stands
on the rear two skis. They are ridden standing up and usually have front suspension.

Ski Bike and Snowscoot, also known as Snowbike is a fun alternative to skiing. It is a winter
alternative for bike enthusiasts, seniors, inexperienced, unskilled, disabled or injured skiers. In
addition, the Skibike and Snowscoot applicable for all levels of skiers.

